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Singapore and the United States have a dynamic economic relationship, underpinned by the U.S. – Singapore
Free Trade Agreement (USSFTA), which came into effect in 2004. Both sides have seen significant growth in
bilateral trade and investments since.
Over 4,000 American companies operate in Singapore1, with many using the city-state as their regional hub for
Asia-Pacific business activities. Despite having a relatively small population of less than 6 million, Singapore has
a remarkable ability to attract global trading partners and investment opportunities, making it a key member
of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) economic bloc.

U.S. – Singapore Bilateral Trade
• In 2018, Singapore was the U.S.’ 16th largest goods
trading partner and 12th largest export market2.
Singapore is the U.S.’ largest trading partner in ASEAN.
• In 2018, total U.S.-Singapore goods and services trade
totaled US$90 billion (figure 1), an increase of 20% from
2017.
• The U.S. trade surplus with Singapore was US$18.3
million in 2018 (figure 2)3.

Singapore’s welcome for U.S. trade and business was
emphasized Singapore Minister for Foreign Affairs
Dr. Vivian Balakrishnan at an address to AmCham
Singapore members, affirming that “these liberal
economic arrangements have generated jobs, enhanced
competitiveness and maintained relevance for us as well
as generated jobs in the US”. 4

Investment
In 2018, American Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in
Singapore stood at US$218 billion in stock (figure 3). 5
U.S. FDI in Singapore is made up primarily by non-bank
holding companies, wholesale trade, and manufacturing. 6
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Singapore as a Regional Hub
Singapore has historically been the ideal location for companies to base their headquarters for both the
Southeast Asia region, as well as the broader Asia-Pacific. Although Hong Kong and Shanghai are also popular
choices, they host half and quarter as many regional headquarters as there are in Singapore respectively. The
choice of Singapore is underscored by the World Bank consistently ranking Singapore among the top nations
to conduct business in. 7
A survey of AmCham Singapore members summarizes the benefits to American companies by conducting
business in Singapore.8
• 95% of member companies reported either consistent
or increased trade and investment opportunities over
the past two years.
• 97% are expecting either consistency or a further
increase in trade and investment in the next five years.
• Every year since surveying began in 2012, the
vast majority (76% in 2019) of surveyed American
companies in Singapore have expected profit increases
(figure 4).

Employment Opportunities
American businesses are a strong source of
employment for Singaporeans. In 2017, American
multinational companies based in Singapore
employed 186,000 workers in Singapore (figure 5).9

• 58% of surveyed American companies in Singapore
comprise of a workforce where more than half of the
employees are Singaporean citizens.
• 46% of surveyed companies report a senior-level
workforce where more than half are Singaporean
citizens. 10
Singapore businesses also provide employment
opportunities
for
American
professionals.
Manpower Minister Josephine Teo remarked that
Singapore’s policies are geared to “enable Singaporebased businesses to assemble the best international
teams to compete on the world stage, and create
more quality jobs for our people while build[ing] the
local pipeline.” 11

Future Areas of Cooperation
In 2016, Singapore and the U.S. signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to establish a United States–
Singapore Collaboration Platform to bolster the e-commerce and financial technology (fintech) sectors. This
agreement included the creation of joint capacity-building initiatives for Singapore and American businesses,
and the promotion of technology partnerships between businesses of both countries in third-party markets.
This agreement was renewed in November 2018 with its scope expanded to include cooperation in energy,
standards, and advanced manufacturing.12
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In the same month, a Tax Information Exchange Agreement was signed to enhance tax transparency and
prevent tax-related crimes. It allows authorities in Singapore and the U.S. to request information that is relevant
to enforcing tax laws and is accompanied by a reciprocal Inter-Governmental Agreement. 13
A Declaration of Intent (DOI) was also signed to collaborate on a Singapore-U.S. Cybersecurity Technical
Assistance Programme for ASEAN Members. It will build on Singapore’s ASEAN Cyber Capacity Programme
(ACCP) and the U.S.’ Digital Connectivity and Cybersecurity Partnership initiatives, and provide training
workshops with key industry partners. 14
In September 2019, Singapore and the U.S. renewed for another 15 years a key defense pact allowing American
forces to use Singapore’s air and naval bases. The landmark agreement, known as the 1990 MOU Regarding
United States Use of Facilities in Singapore, has facilitated the U.S.’s security presence in the region for 30 years.
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